Programme

Non-Nuclear Source Security Course
29th August 2018, The University of Strathclyde, Glasgow

09:30  Registration, Tea and Coffee

10:00  Welcome and Introduction  Tony Peters, Gamma Scientific

10:15  The Security Threat  Graeme Morrice, Police Scotland

10:45  Regulation of Radioactive Source Security in the UK  Angela Wright, SEPA

11:30  Morning Coffee

12:00  The Security Requirements  Graeme Morrice, Police Scotland

12:45  Questions and Answers  Morning Speakers

13:00  Lunch

14:00  Security of Sources during Transport  Tony Peters, Gamma Scientific

14:50  Lessons learned from implementing security requirements  Anne McCurrach, NHS Scotland

15:20  Questions and Answers  Afternoon Speakers

15:30  Afternoon Tea

16:00  Optional assessment

16:30  Close

*Programme subject to change